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Nanotechnology mainly consists of the processing, separation,
consolidation, and deformation of materials by one atom or
by one molecule [1]. It is an applied research of materials
and devices operated at nanometer scale. The nanostructures
can significantly change material properties such as special
conductivity, specific heat, and quantum confinement effects.
The application of nanotechnology can reduce materials
consumed in manufacturing processes and energy consuming
during operation. Till now, nanotechnology has being applied
to various fields related to energy, among them energy storage,
conversion, manufacturing improvements by reducing
materials, energy saving, and renewable energy devices [2-8].
Energy is strongly demanded due to a shortage of fossil fuel
supplies and record-high oil prices. The concern over the
environment would be markedly narrowed with a cleaner
and renewable energy source [9]. Giving everyone access
to affordable, clean and secure energy is primary to making
progress on many other human challenges in the future.
Among the potential renewable energy sources, solar energy,
especially the photovoltaic (PV) technology which directly
transfers sunlight to electricity, is extremely promising. PV
panels not only can be plugged into existing grid infrastructure
once converted to AC, they also can be used for off-grid
applications like portable charger and space applications. By
combining with energy storage techniques, PV panels can be
considered a major energy source in remote housing. With the
support of government funding and venture capital investors,
PV manufacturing and installations keep growing even with
the challenging fiscal conditions over the last two years. IHS
forecasted 35 GW PV panels would be installed in 2013, up 10
percent over 2012 [10].
To achieve higher efficiency solar cells, material science
and nanotechnology are also widely working in thin film
photovoltaic devices [11,12]. Comparing to conventional
silicon PV panels, thin film solar panels have advantages in
low-light applications, flexibility, low weight and roll-to-roll
production capability. Another advantage is that they exhibit
a higher watt-peak capability for their given power rating
based on a net power per day [13]. Through applications of
material sciences and nanotechnology, single junction thin
film solar cells have achieved efficiencies of 20.4% in CIGS
solar cell, 19.6% in CdTe solar cell, 11.9% in dye sensitized
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solar cell, 9.2% in organic solar cell, and 8.5% in CZTS solar
cell [14]. CdTe and CIGS PV are the most successful type of
commercially available thin-film PV panels with 12.9-15.7%
module efficiency, while other thin film solar cells are still in
the pre-commercial phase.
My research in material science and nanotechnology
has covered several types of thin film solar cells, from
developing CIGS solar cell interconnection methods [15] to
demonstration of semitransparent organic solar modules
passing accelerated chamber tests [16], and application of
nanostructures in dye sensitized solar cells [11]. It is essential
that intensive research efforts should be continued to bring the
manufacturing cost of solar panels to an affordable level for
large scale production of electricity. Recent research carried
at US Photovoltaic Manufacturing Consortium (PVMC)
aims to increase performance and speed the implementation
of PV technologies while reducing the cost of PV systems by
about 75 percent over the next decade. The US PVMC is a PV
supply chain partnership under the DOE Sun Shot Initiative.
PVMC has achieved CIGS solar cell efficiency over 18%. The
focus of the consortium is to address challenges relating to the
manufacturing of PV based devices through a public-private
partnership using both lab scale and MW scale production
capabilities setup at PVMC for use by its partner companies.
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